
to all those who believe they have seen everything – forget everything you have seen before. 

because here your thoughts are free and fresh, here you step into a new world

and here you enjoy pristine experience. 

the power of contrast makes AQUA DOME so unique.

a spa set in the mountains. earthy lows and lofty heights. heat and cold. 

come and see for yourself: AQUA DOME – TIROL THERME LÄNGENFELD!



a hotel for discoverers and 

a home for connoisseurs 
AQUA DOME 4-star superior hotel is not just a holiday destination – 

our guests feel at home, safe in our care. day and night.



AQUA DOME 4-star superior hotel is your ideal starting point for relaxing journeys of discovery

in the spas and the surrounding Ötztal Valley. Exquisitely furnished rooms and suites with

exclusive décor are available in a variety of sizes. And a heated bath-robe corridor leads you

comfortably to the spa zone.

your own space
Each of the 140 rooms and suites offers guests a warm welcome.



Pleasure for your palate: Let AQUA DOME Hotel indulge you with very special moments of

relaxation. Savour the true “art of living” in the first-class restaurants. You are always

welcome at the bar and in the lounge. And the wines in our exquisite wine cellar are waiting 

to be appreciated.

delicacies 
An energising snack? Or perhaps haute cuisine? Your taste buds are

spoilt for choice in the AQUA DOME restaurants.



let yourself go and be carried away

by the warm thermal water  
the energy of the hot spa water combines with the vibrancy of the ancient mountain rock. 

contrast forms unity, a world of relaxation and vitality.



Pamper your body and spirit in spa pools with temperatures of 34° and 36° Celsius.

Bring your body in balance with aqua aerobics and aqua fitness. Vitalising movements washed

with warm energising spa water. Ideally followed by a visit to the panorama relaxation room. 

the heat of the earth
Nourish your senses – in “Ursprung” spa dome.  



Enjoy the three floating pools with brine bath, massage, sparkling benches and thermal water

curtain, the flow pools and the expansive outdoor deckchair area. Drink in the uncompromis-

ing, elemental beauty of the Ötztal Valley. And feel truly free.

breathing space
Fresh air and warm water in the “Talfrische” outdoor spa. 



Water is really good fun here: swimming and young children’s pools, water games and the

main attraction, the 90 metre “Schlingeschlange” giant slide. Children love to be active.

At “Alpen Arche Noah” they can have fun on the large grass park, with a climbing wall,

creative zone, and lots more. And once they have worked up a real appetite, it’s off to the

children’s restaurant.

children’s dreams
Everything that a child’s heart desires at “Alpen Arche Noah”. 



experience the exceptional

at the spa oasis
forget your everyday cares. free your body from all 

that is weighing you down. and breathe in 

a feeling of lightness and freedom.



The Finnish earth sauna, loft sauna and hut sauna, herb chamber, steam bath and whirlpool

cleanse the soul. And the ice grotto is just the place for a refreshing dip. The brine bath and

brine grotto, the Kneipp course, solarium and waterfall combine to make a very special

wellness experience. You will see for yourself: it’s a whole new level of relaxation.

melt away the daily routine
Feel the healing, rejuvenating fire of life – in the “Gletscherglühen” 

sauna world. 



pure appeal
Awaken the full splendour of your natural beauty.  

Special preparations and rituals, traditional beauty treatments and remarkable body-care

ceremonies are available in the beauty area. Learn to appreciate special treatments with

Ajaran: let your body relax with Shiatsu, massage and hot stone therapy. And everyday 

tension will fall away.



The “Gipfelsturm” fitness centre offers power training and cardio training with state-of-the-

art equipment, aerobics, spinning, personal trainers and performance diagnostics. The

medical competence centre “4health” in AQUA DOME provides comprehensive care. And VIP

club members can enjoy the lounge, the mental relaxation oasis and many more exclusive

facilities. 

elemental force
Fitness of the highest quality.



Experience more: AQUA DOME guests can draw on the plentiful resources of Längenfeld and

the Ötztal Valley. Then after your mountain-bike ride, summer stroll, glacier excursion or 

picnic in the flower-filled meadows, you can say something you won’t hear anywhere else:

“Let’s hit the spa!”

peak performers
You will be surprised by the wide range of leisure, cultural and sports 

activities. 



Adventures in white: enjoy Ötztal in winter. From AQUA DOME to the 3,000 metre mountains,

skiing, sledging, snowboarding and après-ski. And then back into the warmth. Sölden ski

resort is just a stone’s throw away. With free shuttle service to and from AQUA DOME.

winter magic
Sölden ski resort is just around the corner fulfilling all your 

winter-sports desires.


